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As librarians and instructors strive to provide optimal learning experiences in an online medium, they need to consider the different ways that students learn. Some of the questions that should be asked include: Does one's learning style or preference for a face-to-face environment carry over into an online environment? What learning principles should be considered when designing instructional content for the Web? Are there clues that can be used from what is already known about learning styles for multicultural populations that should be considered as materials are put online? The purpose of this column is to provide some examples from the literature that discuss these questions as they relate to online learning styles, especially for diverse populations.

OVERVIEW OF LEARNING STYLES

The identification, classification, or definition of learning styles varies widely depending on the perspective of the researcher. Additionally, the term “learning styles” is sometimes used interchangeably with terms such as “thinking styles,” “cognitive styles,” and “learning modalities.” There are numerous theories and opinions on learning styles. While early researchers, such as Kolb, focused on experiential learning, more contemporary researchers have expanded their models to include both psychological and affective dimensions. James and Gardner suggest that individual learning styles are developed as an outcome of heredity, experience, and current environment, and that a core concept of learning styles is “how people react to their learning environment.” Dunn cites another commonly accepted definition: “Learning style is a biologically and developmentally determined set of personal characteristics that make the identical instruction effective for some students and ineffective for others.”

Four of the common theories and models used to explain how students’ learning styles vary are:

- the single learning-style continuum, which includes field dependence and field independence;
- definite learning style, which includes serialist and holist classification;
- situational learning style, which includes surface and deep processing; and
- multidimensional learning style, which includes analytic and intuitive dichotomy.

Other contemporary models, as well as inventories, have also been used to assess learners’ modes of thinking. Gardner, for example, asserts that humans have different forms...
of intelligences or intellectual strengths, each with its own developmental path. Research has also shown that many people possess secondary learning styles that can reinforce initial learning. For this column, Witkin’s Model and Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory will be highlighted, as they provide applicable information regarding cultural distinctions in learning with carryovers to the online environment.

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT LEARNING STYLES FOR DIVERSE GROUPS?

There is no one preferred learning style that works for all students or even for any one particular ethnic or cultural group. Not all students from any particular group learn in the same way. In fact, different measurement methods assess different dimensions of learning styles that address such factors as instructional practices, information processing, social-interaction tendencies, and the influence of personality. Librarians need to be aware of cultural differences that influence learning. Cognitive, learning, and motivational styles of many students may be different from those most often expected by teachers and librarians who represent the majority culture. Researchers also suggest that individuals tend to fall into distinct categories related to the manner in which they prefer to learn and, to a large degree, these preferences are culturally identified.

Dunn reviewed dozens of studies of major cultural groups in the United States to assess preferred learning styles. Although she found that individuals in these groups reflect a diverse array of learning style preferences, she also concluded that certain learning preferences are characteristic of the majority of members of each group. For example, European Americans prefer learning alone, expecting to do things for themselves through self-reliance and competence, whereas Native Americans and Latinos enjoy learning with peers and emphasize cooperation and loyalty. Asian Americans prefer highly structured learning activities, whereas African Americans are more comfortable with minimal structure. African Americans prefer kinesthetic or experiential learning activities more than Asian Americans or European Americans do.

FIELD DEPENDENCE VERSUS FIELD INDEPENDENCE LEARNING THEORY

Developed in the 1940s, Witkin’s theory of field dependence and field independence cognitive styles carries many implications for cross-cultural learning. It also significantly impacts users’ information processing, because the theory describes how well an individual is able to restructure information based on the use of salient cues and field arrangement.

Witkin designed an Embedded Figures Test to determine how well people can deal with a portion of a field separately from the field as a whole. Field independence and field dependence as defined by Witkin and others are related to those characteristics of individual functioning that surface in social, intellectual, and perceptual domains of human behavior. For example, field-independent individuals perceive objects as separate from the field; abstract figures from a field; impose personal structures on the environment; set self-defined goals; work alone; choose to deal with abstract subject matter; are socially detached and rely on their own values; and are self-reinforcing. Field independents tend to be more self-directed and better able to make sense of unstructured material. Due to their narrow focus and ability to screen, field independents can usually process information more efficiently, but may miss the social context that their field-dependent peers more readily perceive.

In contrast, field-dependent people tend to rely on the field for clues about an object; prefer a structure provided by the environment; experience the environment more globally; are interested in people; use externally defined goals; receive reinforcement from others; focus on socially oriented subject matter; and prefer to work with others. Field dependents tend to learn better in a social setting (for example, class discussion, group work) and where direction and structured material are provided for them. They tend to specialize in work and study requiring interaction with people.

Findings by Anderson and Adams concluded that white and Asian American men tend to be field-independent learners who are parts-specific, can isolate facts as needed, are rather linear in their thinking and problem solving, and tend to test well. On the other hand, white females, African Americans, Native Americans, and Latinos of both sexes tend to be field-dependent learners; must see the big picture; are able to see details only in relation to the whole; seek to find personal relevance in the task at hand; and require that some sort of personal relationship be established between the instructor and the student. Field-independent learners may work well in a teacher-centered classroom that encourages competition and that allows them to develop their own strategies in nonsocial problem-solving domains, whereas field-dependent learners may prefer a cooperative learning environment that encourages peer interaction and support and that pays more attention to the social context in which tasks are framed. Field-dependent learners may also prefer to interact with the teacher, and tend to learn better when some structure, mediation plans, or strategy is provided.

Kerka stated that field-independent learners are more efficient in search-and-navigation tasks, whereas field-dependent learners are more likely to feel lost and disoriented in computer-mediated or hypermedia environments. Ogle compared field dependents’ and independents’ performance on a task of recall. The content was presented through two different treatments: a virtual environment and static images. A significant interaction was found between field dependence and treatment type favoring field independents in the virtual-environment treatment. DeTure found that students who are more field independent not only have higher self-efficacy when using online technologies, but also have higher confidence levels with online technologies. The research using this model suggests that those who are field dependent (for example, large proportions of Latinos, African Americans, and Native Americans) may have a disadvantage in an online environment if geared to the dominant culture.
KOLB’S LEARNING STYLE INVENTORY

A number of studies have applied Kolb’s theory to investigate how learning styles affect e-learning and hypermedia learning (with specific considerations for diverse groups), and most of them indicate that learning styles play a key role in learning. Other studies on relationships between learning style and e-learning have been done on college- and graduate-level students, and citations to them can be found in the references.

Kolb’s model conceptualizes the learning process as a four-stage cycle including:

- reflective observation or “learning by watching and listening, carefully observing before making judgments, viewing issues from different perspectives, looking for meaning of things”;
- abstract conceptualization, or focusing on using logic, ideas, and concepts;
- active experimentation or “learning by doing, ability to get things done, risk-taking, influencing people and events through action”; and
- concrete experience, or using experiences and real situations that are personally and immediately relevant to the individual. It emphasizes feeling, as opposed to thinking.

By pairing preferences for how experiences are perceived (theoretical or pragmatic) and how these experiences are transferred into knowledge (doing or reflective), Kolb identifies four different learning styles:

- **Assimilator = Reflective/Theoretical**—(Asian Americans tend to fit into this category.) This category includes individuals who are best at understanding a wide range of information and putting it into concise, logical form. They are less focused on social aspects of learning and more interested in abstract conceptualization and reflective observations.
- **Converger = Doer/Theoretical**—This category includes individuals who can take ideas and turn them into concrete situations. They use abstract conceptualization and active experimentation to learn.
- **Diverger = Processor/Reflector**—This category includes individuals who are strong on imagination and can view a concrete situation from a variety of perspectives. They use reflective observation and processing to learn.
- **Accommodator = Processor/Doer**—(Latinos, white females, African Americans, and Native Americans tend to fit in this category.) This category includes individuals who use concrete experiences, or attempt to make any situation concrete. They are good adaptors.

**ONLINE SUCCESS CHARACTERISTICS**

Of the four learning styles described by Kolb, Accommodators seem to be the most at risk in online-learning environments. Researchers are finding that Accommodators are the least likely to succeed in an online-learning environment that is abstract and reflective. Rourke commented that:

The Accommodators have an intuitive, active approach to perceiving and processing information. They perform best in environments in which concrete, practical information is presented through interaction with peers and instructors. They process information best when they can actively apply this information to authentic situations.

Moeller also found that “the most dominant learning style in the nontraditional learning environment was the accommodator style.” In other studies, students with assimilating and accommodating learning styles demonstrated significantly more agreeable attitudes toward varied aspects of network-based instruction than students with converging and diverging learning styles. When creating online-learning environments, it is critical that the needs of Accommodators be met via personalized learning with hands-on experiences. Kolb’s study remains one of the most significant for those working for their online research. Honey and Mumford’s work is one example of this.

Honey and Mumford developed a modified version of Kolb’s learning style inventory, which turns the Doer, Reflector, Theoretical, and Processor preferences into learning styles called Activists, Reflectors, Theorists, and Pragmatists. Of the four types, Reflectors and Theorists tend to do best in online environments, partly because an online environment might provide them more time to think about their tasks. The remaining groups, Activists and Pragmatists, also have various characteristics that benefit from online instruction, but do well in face-to-face instruction as well. Activists like to be involved in new experiences and problem solving. They enjoy doing things and tend to act first and consider the implications afterwards. They like working with others, but prefer being leaders where they can direct the course. Pragmatists are keen to try things out. They want concepts that can be applied to their job or life. They tend to be impatient with lengthy discussions and are practical and down to earth. They learn best when they have the chance to try out techniques with feedback (for example, role playing), are shown techniques with obvious advantages (for example, saving time), and are shown a model they can copy.

Reflectors like to stand back and look at a situation from different perspectives. They like to collect data and think about them carefully before coming to any conclusions. They enjoy observing others and will listen to their views before offering their own. Branford concluded that the Reflector learning style is much more prevalent among Asian students who like to think about their responses; the affordance of an online environment allowed Asian students a chance to view materials, process them, and then complete them at their pace. Use of tutorials and materials posted in advance was advantageous for these students’ styles of learning. Downing and Chin suggest that, given the reported prevalence of this
style of learning among Asian students, this is an important consideration when designing programs for Asian students, particularly in Western universities.25

Other studies have found that, when using Honey and Mumford’s model, those classified as Theorists also tend to do well in an online environment.26 Theorists tend to think problems through in a vertical, step-by-step, and logical way. They like to analyze and synthesize and tend to be detached, analytical, and dedicated to rational objectivity rather than relying on subjectivity. This is their mental set, and they rigidly reject anything that doesn’t fit with it. They tend to be perfectionists who will not rest easy until things are tidy and fit into their rational scheme. They need time to explore links between ideas and structure in their thinking. These individuals often feel frustrated and find it difficult to speak up in the traditional classroom. These studies suggested that online learning is a more effective means of teaching students who fit within this learning style.

NEW AND EMERGING TYPES OF LEARNERS

In addition to what is commonly known about learning styles, research is beginning to appear that discusses learning styles of some emerging groups that haven’t been widely studied before. Two of these groups are the Global Learners and the Millennials.

Global Learners

The literature suggests that Global Learners prefer to follow an almost random sequence through material.27 They are likely to benefit from exploratory links that provide practical examples of course material to help them make connections. They are also likely to benefit from creative activities that allow them to identify how the pieces of information fit together. The Internet appears to provide the ideal environment for Global Learners, allowing them to explore a course in any sequence they want, although they still may look for connections between topics and sources of information provided.

Instructional designers preparing for a global audience should also design curricula that are understandable to second-language learners. There are more English as a Second Language (ESL) learners in the world today than there are native English speakers.28 It is important to create materials that are culturally neutral and in simple English. This requires using a simple sentence structure and avoiding slang, colloquialisms, local humor, and local insider examples whenever possible. However, it is important to use culturally relevant examples, not just examples from the mainstream population.

Millennials

Another group that is currently a focus of studies related to online-learning styles is the Millennials (also referred to as Generation Y, the Net Generation, Echo Boomers, and the Google Generation). The Millennials are the most ethnically diverse generation in U.S. history and have been immersed in the digital environment from a very young age. They are used to multitasking, tend to be visual learners, and benefit from lots of tactile experiences. What seems evident from the current research is that Millennials prefer to do what is of personal interest to them and are motivated by authentic tasks or self-selected tasks (that is, is it relevant, and do I care?). They prefer a lot of interactivity, the use of mobile tools, and social networking. Therefore, providing them interactive multimedia that allows them to choose their topics and customize their paths online may motivate and engage them more.29

ENHANCING TEACHING FOR THE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT

Most current online situations best serve the students who function well in a logical, text-based, passive environment. But many students require more personalized attention in an interactive environment. To provide equivalent services to all students, it is essential that special attention be paid to developing resources that support students who require this more personalized, interactive learning environment.27.28 When a diversity of learning and collaborative approaches is offered, all students are enabled to choose a learning environment that best suits their learning style (possibly multiple environments). Following are some suggestions of how to enhance and design Web pages, tutorials, and online courses to better accommodate various learning styles.

Web Design Suggestions

To accommodate a broad range of learning styles, online Web and course designers need to move beyond text-based interactions and include visual or kinesthetic modalities, as well as intuition and thinking exercises.31

For instance, to provide a more interactive Web environment, librarians at Lesley College retooled their Web pages to accommodate learners. Previously, instruction on their pages was passive, inviting students to read and click, but not necessarily to interact. Understanding that Accommodators may find this an alien learning environment, the librarians worked to create interaction by challenging students to think about an issue, respond to a question, and get immediate feedback. They also wanted to provide more theory for the Assimilators and Convergers. They personalized such pages as the Ask-a-Librarian page and other service pages with photos of librarians who deliver the service, and created welcome notes to students and to those with disabilities. Their goal was to provide a more personal connection, which is thought to be helpful particularly to Accommodators, who prefer to learn from people rather than objects.32

The Web may also present problems for sequential and auditory learners. While the Web can accommodate the needs of textual learners, it reduces face-to-face communica-
tion. It thus may deprive participants of body language, tone of voice, and gesture, which may result in a loss of context. The Web may also present problems for those who prefer not to read large quantities of text. If students are sequential, active, visual learners, Web designers could provide clear pathways through the material, include interactive testing and online exercises, and ensure that plenty of diagrams and photographs are provided to supplement the necessary predominance of text.

While the evidence suggests that there has been little change in the learning styles of the majority of students during the past few decades, employing a variety of teaching methods is an effective strategy for accommodating those who do not fit the dominant profile. Designers who are sensitive to these propensities and preferences would do well to take advantage of the variety of Internet delivery mechanisms available.33 The following section will highlight some suggestions from the literature for augmenting tutorials and then Web pages, in general, to accommodate different learners.

**Tutorial Design**

Sequenced-learning strategies can be used as tools to accommodate these differences. Tutorials can include concept mapping, mental imagery, interactive quizzes, or self-correcting quizzes and exercises as learning strategies. They could also be structured to allow students to choose a topic of personal interest (even a self-directed, active approach where learners are given the choice of selecting life events and experiences as the basis of learning) and control their progress and get immediate feedback in a friendly, supportive manner.34 There should be a combination of text and images, and preferably multimedia. A good example of a student-centered approach would be to create programming to allow students to control their progress (while providing step-by-step instructions as needed). Activities should be integrated throughout the tutorial.

**General Suggestions**

Librarians can supplement online instruction by using such techniques as problem-based and active learning, case studies and simulations, structured communication (such as fill-in forms), and reflective activities. For the nontextual visual learner, one should add multiple sensory options such as animations, hands-on simulations, video clips, charts, pictures, graphic illustrations, and diagrams, as well as audio files for auditory learners. Various authors also recommend presenting material from multiple perspectives, building links among concepts to facilitate the synthesizing of information.35

**CONCLUSION**

Because of changes in society, students are becoming increasingly diverse. Therefore, our courses and Web pages must become more flexible and creative in the types of communication, interactions, and learning materials used. By combining learning strategies, learners are afforded the opportunity to learn via an assortment of styles and to apply their own blend of intelligences. This will hopefully create a positive learning environment that will in turn create more engagement with the material being presented, thus helping the student work toward competency in library research skills.36

Currently, most online situations best serve students who function well in a logical, text-based, passive environment. If equivalent services are to be provided to all students, it is essential that special attention be paid to developing resources that support students who require a more personalized, interactive learning environment. When a diversity of learning approaches is offered, all students are enabled to choose from among different environments to make learning most efficient.
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